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Chapter One
The LOUD MAN called him DOG.
Or PUP.
Or MONGREL.
But mostly DOG.
Whenever he heard the loud man’s boots plodding
downstairs or smelled his sour smell, Dog hid far from the
door, inside the pile of wriggling fur that was his brothers
and sisters. Behind the nippers and scratchers. Underneath
furry bellies and wagging tails.
But not near BITER. Biter loved to BITE, and not just

playful nips like the other little ones but BIG CHOMPS that
made Dog YIP and WHINE. This was not AWESOME at
all. Sometimes MOTHER lifted Biter gently in her jaws
and moved him away from the others for being NOT
AWESOME. But Biter never stayed away for long.
Dog found a way to deal with the problem. If Biter came
close, he would stick his snout in his brother’s ear and bark:
YIP! YIP! YIP!
Three barks. The noise inside Biter’s ear made him
DIZZY, and he would run in circles for a while, then fall
asleep.
Mother licked Dog when he discovered this trick, and
this was EXCELLENT.
PEOPLE came through the door to see the puppies.
They brought OUTSIDE smells INSIDE on their shoes
and clothes. Dog’s mother explained the smells with licks,
barks, and growls.
This smell was GRASS.
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That smell was RAIN.
And when the people from outside pointed at one of
Dog’s brothers or sisters, that puppy would be lifted out of

will take you to the wonderful OUTSIDE. That is the best
thing for a dog.
Dog did not stop being sad entirely, because no matter
how perfect his human was, he would still miss his mother.
But now he was hopeful, too. So he stopped hiding behind
his mother when people came. If she said there was a human
who was right for him, then there must be. And that boy or
girl would bring him OUTSIDE.
Later, Dog was taken outside, but only to the yard while
the loud man cleaned the room with his mops and brushes.
The yard was covered in flat stone with only a little grass
poking through the cracks. There had been a flower in a
pot, too, but Biter ate it. Dog longed for the real AWESOME
OUTSIDE beyond the yard, and even though he was still
a little afraid of people, he knew they would take him
there — so he stopped rolling himself into a ball when they
came to look in the basket.
Soon there were only two pups left with Mother: Biter
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Dog smelled the loud man’s hand coming, and he was
AFRAID. But the loud man was PRETENDING to be nice
with other people there.
Pretending smelled like the BURNED FOOD that the
loud man sometimes scraped into their food bowls. The
loud man lifted Dog gently out of the basket and handed
him to the lady person.
The lady person smelled like FLOWERS and not burning
food, and Dog hoped that everything would be AWESOME
if he went away with these people.
The puppy soon found out that everything would not be
AWESOME.
It would be BAD.
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Chapter Two
The lady person put Dog in a DARK BOX with some holes
in the side and straw for him to sleep on. But the box was
so tiny that even a small pup could not stretch out his paws.
NOT AWESOME, thought Dog. But he forgot this when
the box was carried UPSTAIRS, and OUTSIDE he smelled
the WHOLE WORLD.
Oh, the SMELLS.
Smells to wrinkle his nose and make him cough.
Smells so strong that Dog could taste them on his
tongue.
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Dog thought that maybe now the people would let him
OUTSIDE in the world, where he could feel many new
feelings under his paws and chase things that were TRICKY
and FAST. Dog did not know exactly what the tricky and
fast things were, but he felt they were out there and he was
supposed to catch them. But the people did not let him out.
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Dog was poking his nose through an airhole to get a
better sniff when suddenly the inside place EXPLODED
into noisy life. Dog heard a loud squealing and the BUMP
BUMP BUMP of a young person coming downstairs.
When the loud man from before had come downstairs, the
bumping had been much slower, but this young person was
in a BIG HURRY. The squealing grew louder and louder,
and Dog was afraid but also EXCITED. The young person
did not smell sour. It smelled of milk and warm blankets.
Milk, thought Dog, remembering how hungry he was,
and he barked the word: MILK! MILK!
The young person pulled the lid from Dog’s box, and the
puppy saw a boy with a wide mouth and orange freckles.
His hands came down and whisked Dog into the air. The
boy swung Dog around and around, laughing all the while.
The puppy saw he was in a yellow room with soft chairs
and a tree, which was covered in lights and had a star on
top. The lights S-T-R-E-T-C-H-E-D as Dog whooshed
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But the smiling boy took no notice. Instead, he put Dog
down and made people sounds at him while the big man
tied a strap tightly around Dog’s neck.
“SIT” was one sound the boy made.
“BEG” was another.
The boy made these sounds again and again. When Dog
did nothing but pant, the boy made a longer sound.
“STUPIDDOG” was the sound.
And the smiling boy stopped smiling and twisted his
face in a way that reminded Dog of the loud man.
“STUPIDDOG,” said the boy. “STUPIDDOG.”
Dog whined a little to show the boy how NOT AWESOME
the sound was.
The boy obviously did not get Dog’s message, because he
made the sound again: “STUPIDDOG.”
And this time, the boy poked Dog’s ribs with his finger.
The puppy whined louder. Rib pokes were SORE, and
Dog thought, This is not my boy.
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He tried to escape the boy’s poking finger, but he was
trapped against the back of a chair.
All the people were laughing now. It seemed they enjoyed
the boy’s game. They laughed even louder when the boy
lifted Dog by his tail, and Dog felt as if his tail would tear
off. Then he would be a dog with no BALANCE! He would
never run fast in the big OUTSIDE or jump up to the SKY.
What could he do?
The poking boy put his face close to Dog’s and made the
mean sound: “STUPIDDOG!”
Dog saw the boy’s ear and remembered his AWESOME
TRICK for dealing with Biter. He did not want to use his
special trick, but he could feel his tail beginning to rip. So
Dog shoved his nose into the boy’s ear and barked: YIP!
YIP! YIP!
The first thing that happened was GOOD, because the
boy let Dog’s tail go, but the second thing that happened
was BAD.
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shout the sound: “STAY! STAY!”
Which Dog learned meant NO MOVING. Which was
difficult for a cold puppy on a slippery floor.
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BERSERK if a dog pooped or peed on the floor. Biter had
often peed over the rim of the basket, and the loud man
would chase him with a mop, shouting loud words. Every
few days, this man person wrapped up the dirty paper and
took it away, so it seemed to Dog that doing his business on
the paper was the right thing to do.
Then one morning, Dog slipped on the paper and
everything went everywhere, even under the door. Dog
whined because he knew the people would go berserk. But
he could not have guessed how much. The lady and the man
both shouted at him when they saw the mess.
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boy danced and shouted, “POOPOODOG.”
And it was this sound that made the man person hop with
RAGE. Dog cowered in his mop fort. Even the loud man
had never been this angry. The man person shook his fists
at the boy and pointed at everyone. Then he swept aside
the mops and brushes, reaching in to grab Dog. He tore up
the top layer of the floor, too, the red and white squares,
ripping it out from under the sleeping monsters. He rolled
it into a tube, then yanked Dog up by the collar and stuffed
him inside it.
The boy said, “BYEBYESTUPIDPOOPOODOG.”
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